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Retinex based low-light image enhancement using 
guided filtering and variational framework* 
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A new image enhancement algorithm based on Retinex theory is proposed to solve the problem of bad visual effect of 

an image in low-light conditions. First, an image is converted from the RGB color space to the HSV color space to get 

the V channel. Next, the illuminations are respectively estimated by the guided filtering and the variational framework 

on the V channel and combined into a new illumination by average gradient. The new reflectance is calculated using V 

channel and the new illumination. Then a new V channel obtained by multiplying the new illumination and reflectance 

is processed with contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE). Finally, the new image in HSV space is 

converted back to RGB space to obtain the enhanced image. Experimental results show that the proposed method has 

better subjective quality and objective quality than existing methods. 
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Image enhancement is an important branch and a hot 
topic in the field of image processing for many scholars. 
It aims to solve the problems that images have poor vis-
ual effects, missing details and other issues under the low 
light, backlight, etc. In the past five years, many scholars 
have studied this issue and put forward many good algo-
rithms. In 2014, Yin et al[1] proposed an algorithm of 
optimizing the illumination based on guided image filter 
theory. In 2015, Pritee[2] described the disadvantage of 
"mean-shift" issue of the traditional histogram equaliza-
tion technique. Pooja[3] developed a method to enhance 
the quality of images with respect to resolution and con-
trast. Wan[4] proposed an algorithm that combines the 
image dehazing and contrast enhancement seamlessly. 
The major advantage of this approach is that the inaccu-
rately estimated parameters with intentional bias tend to 
enhance the image contrast. Lee[5] proposed a novel con-
trast enhancement algorithm for low light level images, 
which preserves image details and color constancy based 
on Retinex. Chang[6] and Rajendran[7] have used different 
methods to enhance images. Thasni et al[8] discussed 
color constancy algorithms in detail. In recent years, 
various methods are applied to image enhancement[9-12]. 

In this paper, we propose an algorithm based on Reti-
nex theory to improve the visual effects for low-light 
images. First, we estimate the illuminations separately by 

guided filtering and variational framework, and compute 
the average gradient of the two components, then com-
bine the two components with gradient weight. At the 
same time, we get the V channel. Second, the new re-
flectance is calculated using V channel image and the 
new illumination. The illumination and the reflectance 
are stretched and corrected, respectively. Then two com-
ponents are multiplied to obtain a new V channel. Finally, 
the V channel is processed by contrast limited adaptive 
histogram equalization (CLAHE), and then we convert 
the image from HSV space back to RGB space and get 
the enhanced image. Experimental results demonstrate 
that the proposed algorithm has better color fidelity and 
detail preserving capability compared with other algo-
rithms.  

In Retinex theory, an image S which can be considered as 
the product of illumination L and reflectance R is given by 

S L R= × .                                (1) 
Solving the unknown component R through the estimation 
of L is the most basic method in Retinex theory. From 
Eq.(1), we can see that L directly affects the whole en-
hanced results, and may cause color distortion, over en-
hancement and other unexpected issues due to an unrea-
sonable estimation model of L. Retinex based on guided 
filtering not only has good edge-preserving ability, but 
also solves the problem of over enhancement in a certain 
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extent. The detail-preserving and natural-preserving ability 
of Retinex based on variational framework can effectively 
mitigate the problem of color distortion. In this paper, we 

present a weight-based method by taking the advantages 
of these two methods into account. Fig.1 shows the 
workflow of our algorithm.   

 

Fig.1 The workflow of the proposed algorithm 
 
Guided filtering[13], which is derived from a local lin-

ear model computing the filtering output by considering 
the content of a guidance image, was proposed by 
Kaiming He. A guidance image can be an input image 
itself or another related image. Guided filtering computes 
the output through box filtering and integral image tech-
nique based on the least squares method to ensure that its 
time complexity is only O (N) and the execution speed is 
independent of filter window size. It has good behaviors 
near edges and is also a more generic concept beyond 
smoothing. 

In guided filtering, a guidance image I, a filtering in-
put image p and an output image q can be expressed as a 
weighted average: 

( )i j ij jq W I p=  ,                         (2) 

where i and j are pixel indexes, and W is a filtering ker-
nel function. The kernel function W can be obtained by 
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Since L is estimated by guided filtering, and it cannot 
guarantee the details effectively and the natural-preserving 
ability, we use variational framework to solve this problem.  

In 2003, Kimmel et al[14] first proposed Retinex algo-
rithm based on variational framework: 

argmin l

22 2( ( ) ( ) d d ,l l s l s x yΩ α β− − + − ▽ ▽  

. . and , 0 ons t l s l n Ω> < >= ∂▽  .          (4) 

In this paper, a variational framework in spatial do-
main is studied[15], which not only has the de-
tail-preserving and natural-preserving ability, but also 
has low complexity. This method uses a new variational 
model based on Retinex which has no logarithmic trans-
formation: 

argmin ,R L
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where α, β and γ are weight parameters, and D is a dif-
ference operator in both horizontal and vertical directions. 

The first item 
2

2
RL S− is the data-fitting term, the sec-

ond item
2

2
DL is a constraint on L, and the third item 

2

2
DR  is a constraint on R component. The last item 

2

0 2
L L−  is an empirical term which makes L obey the 

Gaussian distribution with a mean of L0. The computa-
tion in spatial domain is more complex than other varia-
tional models in frequency domain, but it can guarantee 
the edge and detail information of the image in the bright 
region. 

The overall brightness of L is dark because the gray 
image is used as the guidance image P by guided filter-
ing, but it has a very good hold on the edge of the image. 
On the contrary, the overall brightness of L is brilliant 
due to its piecewise smooth properties in the whole im-
age space by variational framework, and there is no 
strong contrast at the edges. Fig.2 shows that the varia-
tional framework has a good effect in brightness, and 
guided filtering has a good edge-preserving ability. GF 
represents guided filtering, and VF represents variational 
framework. 

       

(a) L component got by GF     (b) L component got by VF 

Fig.2 L components by (a) guided filtering and (b) 
variational framework  

 
According to the above statement and visual effects of 

Fig.2, we design a gradient weighted fusion method 
based on the characteristics of the two. The gradient of 
the image is the change of intensity in the gray value
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which is the edge of the image. We can observe more 
edge lines in the image estimated by GF than VF in 
Fig.3. 

 

       
(a) Edges got by GF        (b) Edges got by VF 

Fig.3 Comparison of two edge images 
 
When the two L components are fused, different gra-

dient images in Fig.3 cannot be directly used as weights. 
So we need to find out the average gradient through 
dealing with the gradient images. The average gradient is 
the gray change rate of a gradient image in the whole 
image area. The rate can be used to represent the image 
definition. It reflects the contrast change in small details 
of an image, and represents the relative clarity of the 
image. The average gradient is solved as follows: 
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where M and N are the width and height of an image, and 
F(i, j) represents the gray value of the image at the pixel 
(i, j). 

We use Eq.(6) to obtain the average gradient of the 
two L components which can be got from Eqs.(2), (3) 
and (5). Finally, the two L components are fused into a 
new L according to the weights:  
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where GGF and GVF are the weights. The image on the 
left in Fig.4 is the new image of L. 
 

         
(a) New L component           (b) New R component 

Fig.4 The (a) new L and (b) new R components 
 
The idea of the fusion is to offset the disadvantage of 

the GF by adding the VF. Meanwhile, we want to retain 
more edge information to enhance the visual contrast of 
the final enhanced image. Finally, the new R which is 
shown in Fig.4 can be obtained by the new L and the V 
channel through R=V/L. Then we process L by the tan-
gent transformation as below: 

final arctan( new) / πL b a L− −= × ×  ,            (8) 

where a and b are parameters. The new R is processed by 

the Gamma correction shown as below: 
1

final ( new)R R γ
− −=   .                     (9) 

A new V channel is obtained by multiplying L and R, 
then it is processed by CLAHE. Finally, we can get the 
result after converting the image from the HSV space to 
the RGB space.  

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed al-
gorithm, we use a variety of objective quality evaluation 
criteria to evaluate the proposed algorithm. Test images 
are given in Fig.5. We use MATLAB 2014b for pro-
gramming, and use a computer with an eight-core 2.7 Hz 
CPU, 16G RAM, running on Windows 10. LIP[16] is an 
algorithm based on logarithmic image processing, 
NVE[17] is an algorithm for dark channel, VF[15] is an 
algorithm based on the variational framework, and 
SMQT[18] stands for successive mean quantization trans-
form. Fig.6 shows the images of experimental results. 
The following Tabs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 show the objective 
comparison using five evaluation criteria which are mean, 
contrast, entropy, clarity and color colorfulness index 
(CCI), respectively. 

Mean is a common method of image evaluation. Its 
value is proportional to the dynamic range of the image: 
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Contrast reflects the gray distribution. And it repre-
sents the strength of the contrast in the overall image. So 
it is stronger in the picture if the value of Contrast is 
bigger: 

( )2
, ( , )Contrast i j P i jδδ

δ= ,               (11) 

where ( , )=i j i jδ −  represents the gray difference of 

adjacent pixels, and ( , )P i jδ  is the pixel distribution 

probability of the gray difference which is δ between 
adjacent pixels. 

Entropy is a quantity which is used to describe the 
amount of information of an image. If its value is larger, 
the clarity of the image will increase and the details of 
the image will become more abundant: 
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where Pij is the probability that the members in the clus-
ter i belong to class j, mi is the number of all members in 
the cluster i, mij is the number of members in the cluster i 
belonging to class j, ei is the entropy of each cluster, L is 
the number of classes, K is the number of clusters, and m 
is the number of members involved in the whole cluster-
ing partition. 

Clarity is also a standard for image evaluation. Its 
value is proportional to the expressive power of the im-
age. Three values of clarity in the RGB channels are 
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calculated in the experiment. Here is the single channel 
evaluation method and Eq.(13) is expressed in the fre-
quency domain: 
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where ( )f Iσ  is the variance of the original image and 

ˆ( )f Iσ  is the variance of the transformed image. 

CCI represents the vivid and lively level of scene 
color: 
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where μrg and σrg are the mean and variance of rg, and 
μyb and σyb are the mean and variance of yb, respec-
tively. 
 

 
House   Buildings   Crossing      Poster      Flowers 

 
Horse     Goose      Room   Guidepost      Roof 

Fig.5 Test Images 

 

 
    (a) Original image      (b) LIP            (c) SMQT 

 

 
        (d) NVE           (e) VF            (f) Ours 

Fig.6 Comparison of various methods  
 

It can be seen from the figures and tables that the five 
algorithms could enhance the contrast of the image and 
the amount of information in a certain extent during our 
comparison. The overall contrast of the LIP algorithm is 
not high, and the global parameter settings are difficult to 

make the image with uneven brightness become good. 
The image processed by NVE is dark and the details are 
not rich. SMQT makes the whole image have obvious 
color distortion. Some images processed by VF will have 
obvious ladder phenomenon. Our algorithm combines 
the advantages of the two methods, so that the enhanced 
image has a good effect in both objective and subjective 
quality. However, it also brings high time complexity. 
From Tab.6, we can see that our algorithm is several 
times slower than most of the algorithms in the com-
parison of 10 test images. In this paper, we use the ad-
vantages of the guided filtering and variational frame-
work, and carry out nonlinear stretching and Gamma 
correction on L and R, respectively. These operations on 
the image contrast and color have introduced a big boost. 
The experimental results show that our method has better 
effects in detail information, natural-preserving and 
edge-preserving than other methods. The overall quality 
on the test images is better.  

Tab.1 Comparison of Mean 

Image/Method LIP SMQT NVE VF Ours 

House  99.48  100.42 108.43 114.42 125.1
Buildings  55.48   75.4  55.76  64.82 81.83
Crossing  74.65   91.4  75.71  85.55 106.67

Poster  80.79   84.48  80.98  92.84 106.26
Flowers 126.82  108.54 127.57 130.65 144.53
Horse 107.17  114.16 119.01 120.34 128.67
Goose  96.71   90.48 101.28 113.87 124.25
Room 107.37   92.78 111.46 119.04 128.44

Guidepost 111.23  107.04 117.39 123.43 139.82
Roof 127.91  108.45 133.56 138.18 147.98

Tab.2 Comparison of Contrast 

Image/Method LIP SMQT NVE VF Ours 

House  95.04 106.03 115.31 118.59 120.71
Buildings  60.68  88.08  67.23  79.06  97.64
Crossing  79.83  91.85  81.93  93.23 105.37

Poster  82.25  97.86  95.79 100.77 105.04
Flowers 105.28 103.17 106.43 113.09 122.70
Horse 129.34 126.66 129.90 131.73 134.61
Goose  66.65  86.78  75.75  93.99 112.34
Room  68.36  84.88  83.36  85.35  90.03

Guidepost 104.63 106.84 106.97 115.42 126.06
Roof 104.13 106.76 110.97 114.87 121.83

Tab.3 Comparison of Entropy 

Image/Method LIP SMQT NVE VF Ours 

House 15.92 13.27 13.80 16.56 16.93
Buildings 11.57  8.46  8.55 11.13 12.74
Crossing 11.84  9.53  9.72 12.16 13.00

Poster 14.30 12.31 12.34 15.31 16.11
Flowers 13.48 11.54 11.84 14.12 14.86
Horse 12.42 10.57 10.51 12.55 13.29
Goose 15.55 13.68 13.91 15.94 16.12
Room 11.77   9.765  9.90 13.53 14.20

Guidepost 13.66 11.31 11.34 13.90 14.87
Roof 14.26 12.43 12.28 14.85 15.68
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Tab.4 Comparison of Clarity 

Image/Method LIP SMQT NVE VF Ours 

House 0.069 0.075 0.085 0.092 0.102
Buildings 0.078 0.117 0.097 0.107 0.125
Crossing 0.078 0.112 0.093 0.102 0.121

Poster 0.056 0.071 0.069 0.077 0.091
Flowers 0.027  -0.003 0.029 0.026 0.037
Horse 0.051 0.057 0.072 0.069 0.076
Goose 0.066 0.064 0.077 0.089 0.103
Room 0.033 0.017 0.041 0.045 0.054

Guidepost 0.037 0.026 0.051 0.051 0.064
Roof 0.031 0.009 0.041 0.038 0.047

Tab.5 Comparison of CCI 

Image/Method LIP SMQT NVE VF Ours 

House 21.23  9.58 22.93 25.12 31.57
Buildings 15.53 14.40 14.04 18.83 29.69
Crossing 26.25  9.87 30.12 31.18 33.97

Poster 14.53 12.18 16.39 17.55 20.09
Flowers 18.29  6.21 18.53 22.04 31.34
Horse 32.42 20.76 32.65 44.13 61.97
Goose 19.71 11.79 23.32 24.72 27.37
Room 12.98  7.40 15.78 16.21 17.93

Guidepost 11.76  5.34 12.14 14.99 20.39
Roof 22.52  8.42 24.07 23.84 25.52

Tab.6 Comparison of time (s) 

Image/Method LIP SMQT NVE VF Ours 

House 1.455 7.226 0.472 0.822 4.479
Buildings 2.743  13.204 0.595 1.404 8.229
Crossing 1.512 6.495 0.353 0.985 4.473

Poster 2.238 9.212 0.384 1.274 6.186
Flowers 1.595 6.266 0.465 0.818 4.192
Horse 1.043 3.562 0.243 0.442 2.522
Goose 0.592 1.941 0.136 0.277 1.312
Room 3.179  13.124 0.602 1.302 7.933

Guidepost 3.969  18.081 0.891 2.396  11.271
Roof  12.198  48.045 2.182 4.624  28.732

 
In this paper, we propose a Retinex theory based algo-

rithm for enhancing low-light images using guided fil-
tering and variational framework. Low-light images suf-
fer from some problems involving contrast decrease, 
detail loss and color distortion. Aiming at these, we esti-
mate illumination through guided filtering and varia-
tional framework, and then obtain a new estimation by 
fusing the estimated results with gradient weights. We 
process the estimated component in the HSV space. Fi-
nally, the image is converted from the HSV space to the 
RGB space to produce the enhanced image. Experimen-
tal results show that the objective quality and subjective 
effect of an image can be significantly improved with the  

 
 

proposed method. 
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